
The Unveiled Secrets of The Jade: The
Delacourt Shapeshifter Trilogy Boxset

The Delacourt Shapeshifter Trilogy has taken the literary world by storm,
captivating readers with its enthralling plot, mystical world-building, and
unforgettable characters. At the heart of this epic trilogy lies "The Jade," a
mesmerizing boxset that encompasses the entire journey of the shapeshifters.
This article will dive deep into the secrets and wonders that await readers in "The
Jade," unveiling the essence of this extraordinary trilogy.

What Makes "The Jade" Special?

"The Jade" serves as a window to an enchanting realm where humans with the
ability to transform into animals coexist with extraordinary magical creatures.
Created by acclaimed author, Rebecca Bellinger, this boxset combines all three
novels of the Delacourt Shapeshifter Trilogy: "The Awakening," "The
Metamorphosis," and "The Ascension."
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1. "The Awakening"

In the first installment, readers are introduced to a young shapeshifter named
Emma Delacourt, who discovers her true nature and embarks on a perilous
journey of self-discovery. This novel lays the foundation for the trilogy,
establishing an intricate world filled with hidden secrets, ancient prophecies, and
dangerous adversaries. As Emma learns to embrace her unique abilities, she
becomes entangled in a web of intrigue, threatening the fragile balance between
humans and shapeshifters.

2. "The Metamorphosis"

Continuing the saga, "The Metamorphosis" delves deeper into the magical realm,
as Emma's powers evolve and she learns to navigate the intricate politics of her
newfound community. With the stakes higher than ever, Emma grapples with
loyalty, betrayal, and her destiny as she faces formidable enemies determined to
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destroy everything she holds dear. This installment is a whirlwind of thrill,
suspense, and unexpected turns, leaving readers on the edge of their seats.

3. "The Ascension"

The epic to the Delacourt Shapeshifter Trilogy, "The Ascension," takes readers on
a breathtaking journey, as Emma confronts her ultimate challenge: a battle that
could determine the fate of both shapeshifters and humanity. With the world on
the brink of destruction, Emma must harness her inner strength and unravel
ancient secrets to protect her loved ones and preserve the delicate equilibrium
between realms. This final chapter delivers an explosive climax, ensuring readers
a remarkable and satisfying ending to this spellbinding adventure.

Why You Should Pick Up "The Jade" Today

"The Jade" offers readers an extraordinary opportunity to immerse themselves in
a world brimming with magic, wonder, and complex characters. With each novel
seamlessly woven together in one magnificent boxset, readers can fully indulge in
the captivating story without interruption. This trilogy will transport you to a realm
where shapeshifters roam, prophecies come to life, and courage is the key to
survival. Brace yourself for a rollercoaster ride of emotions, as you get lost in this
mesmerizing trilogy that combines fantasy, suspense, and a touch of romance.

Fulfill Your Adventure

With "The Jade" in your hands, you embark on an unforgettable adventure unlike
any other. Lose yourself in the magic, devour the captivating plotlines, and cheer
for the triumph of the human spirit. Join the ranks of devoted fans who have been
captivated by the Delacourt Shapeshifter Trilogy, and discover why "The Jade" is
hailed as a modern masterpiece in the world of fantasy fiction.
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JADE'S AWAKENING book 1:
An evil fairy queen’s reign is threatened with the awakening of a hybrid
supernatural. Jade Delacourt may hold the power to stop this growing evil.

Thrust into a dangerous new world with magical shifters and fae, Jade must learn
quickly because she has awakened powerful enemies—both supernatural and
human. Luckily for Jade, she teams up with new allies who aren’t exactly what
she expects. But then again, Jade has a few secrets of her own.

Jade’s Awakening is the first book in the Delacourt Shapeshifter young adult
fantasy romance series. If you like fast-paced action, intrigue, and memorable
characters, then you’ll love this page-turning book by Isabelle Hardesty.

JADE'S DESCENT book 2:
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When supernatural teens are kidnapped, Jade teams up with shifters to fight a
sinister evil. This magical journey leads her to NYC, where she is reunited with
family members, who may have secrets of their own…
Jade’s alpha boyfriend joins her in the fight but is then pulled away on an acting
job. Scrambling to find new allies, Jade must trust Bex, the evil fairy queen. The
problem is, Bex has an agenda of her own.

Will Jade be able to stop supernatural teens from being kidnapped? Will a
supernatural family reunion be all that Jade has imagined?

Jade’s Descent is the second book in the Delacourt Shapeshifter young adult
fantasy romance series. If you like twists and turns, intrigue, and memorable
characters, then you’ll love this exciting book by Isabelle Hardesty.

JADE'S PARADOX book 3:
Time is running out. An evil fairy queen wants to wipe out humans. To save the
world, Jade must defeat her arch enemy before it’s too late.
Jade Delacourt is half shapeshifter and half fairy and must overcome those fae
who believe only a full-blooded fairy may rule.
If Jade becomes queen, she’ll also have to fight an ancient fairy law forbidding
fae royalty to be in love with a shapeshifter. This is the only way to save the world
and claim her rightful place as queen.
Jade’s Paradox is the third book in the Delacourt Shapeshifter young adult
fantasy romance series. If you like fast-paced action, intrigue, and memorable
characters, then you’ll love this page-turning book by Isabelle Hardesty.

Unlock The Delacourt Shapeshifter Trilogy to begin this exciting new series today!
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